
“Optimize your Opportunities” 
Create Your 2020 Vision! 

 Open & Activate What is Possible Within You! 

“20 Tools To Reach for in 2020” 

TAP IN and CREATE! 
Access a whole new level of conscious state. 

BUILD YOUR VISION THIS YEAR! 

 Allow yourself to create & produce more effectively. 

Each spiritual tool enters sacred ceremonies & 
blessings by Elder Nana Mother Priestess Vassa and 

Oluwo Philip Neimark…inside the sacred Orisa garden 
portals in your name! 



Full View of Tools and Travel Box 

The  20 Connectors to choose from 
to build your spiritual Tool Kit 



The 20 Tools for 2020: 



Esu/Ancestors ~0~ ancestor necklace 

Sacred Grounding staff with Egg 

Selenite clearing knife ~0~ Sacred Ash 

sound healing Onile shells  

Brain Coat Shield ~0~ Ori Healing Cap 

Nurturing Neck & Shoulder Wrap  

Petrified Ancestor Wood  

Ant. Bronze Bell~0~Sacred Scented Oil 

Ant. Sphere Locket w/ Blue Lapis Heart 

Soft Herbal Black Soap for Clearing 
Activation Essence Spray 

Orris Root Powder to Stimulate Vision 
Ceremonial CamWood Dust 
White Protection Powder 

Inner Core Connecting Disc in Bone 
And The Travel Box 

Finger Meditation Labyrinth of the 256 



ANCESTOR CONNECTORS: 
 

   THE ANCESTORS ESU 

Whisper your messages through your 

Esu/Ancestors.


Created for opening, connecting and V.I.P., 
PROTECTING you.


Built with activating materials for opening your intuition to

for grounding you with the path your sacred code.


Nestled into old clay pot…with sacred materials inside including a 
Shugnite…Agate stone eyes…Stone Sphere top…Open Bone mouth


With the sacred Esu bird feathers.


Built and blessed in your name by Iyanifa Vassa and placed into the 
Sacred Orisa Gardens for Esu and the Ancestors blessings.


———0——— 
 

       
 THE MOTHER TREE STAFF 

(A branch from the sacred black locust tree with an 
egg-shaped polished stone from an  

       Osun River and sacred Mother Bird feather) 

As you sit in a contemplative state holding your sacred staff… 
you will be tapping into the intelligence of the ancestral energy 

of this ancient tree. 
Mother Trees are amazing teachers…you are holding living 

memory!  You are holding onto the life-force that emerged from 
the roots of a biological stew of bacteria, algae and fungi. 

The Locust tree is one of the very original - 60 million + years ago! 



Tap into your personal uniqueness as each tree is naturally.

At early growth it was covered in thorns - 


message: creating a natural protection energy

This tree pioneered & empowered other trees to grow


message: know how to support humanity

This tree grows loves to grow out in the open - 


message:  be savvy with how you stand

The egg is about creation.  


The shape is for union of male and female. 

message: unite your male & female energy to create.


———0——— 
 

  
  THE Nurturing Necklace  

African Stone, Bone & Glass Beads

Be embraced and nurtured with the Ancestral 

Mother energy.

Kente Krebo artisans handmade each bead. The 

love & the creative energy are true strengths we need this year.  Each 
necklace will be blessed inside the sacred Ancestor shrine at Ola Olu in 

your name with the 2020 Odu’s!


Wearing The Mother of Victory amulet empowers you to walk unbreakable.

Truly ground into why you were brought here.  


Chose from the darker, colorful or lighter one…just let us know.

———0——— 

 

THE MOTHER SEA  
                 SOUND HEALING  
                       SHELLS 

You will really enjoy what happens when you place  
one over each ear. 

It is amazing!   Cultivate “your” ecosystem filling yourself with 
more inner peace and harmony.   



Create on the sacred Nana Mound in your name. 

The Five Connectors 

THE SACRED HEART-KEEPER 
PENDANT WITH HEART STONE 

ANTIQUE BRASS FILLIGREE 
BLUE LAPIS STONE HEART 

Create spiritual equilibrium as you tap in. 
You can chose to place the heart on your third eye and open 

up…or wear it as a pendant near to your heart. 
Blessed in your name during the rituals inside the sacred 

ancestor shrine. 

THE ANTIQUE BRONZE BELL 
used to call your ancestors 

The Sacred Oil 
A special blend for purity & peace   

The Inner Flame Amulet 
sacred bone blessed with Egbe energy 

———0——— 



THE FOUR SACRED POWDERS 
(in canisters)   

Each can be used on your third eye for opening, 
strengthening and deepening. 

Each can be painted onto your face, neck or a sacred 
spiritual tool. 
———0——— 

Sacred Ancestor Plant Root 
Yellowish Powdered Orris Root 

Take a little out and add a drop of water and place the 
paste onto your third eye and feel an amazing 

connection. 

You can chose to clear your head before opening up 
with your prayers… sniff a little up your nose.  

It will awaken your senses. 

To relax and nurture your system - 
drink a little as a warm tea. 

———0——— 



Sacred Fire Ash from the Nana Mound 

Take a little out and rub it onto your third eye…
feeling the ancient wisdom of the Mothers enter into 

your consciousness.  Feel the nurturing support. 

Feel free to use it on your spiritual tools and on your 
Ancestor altar as well. 

———0——— 

Sacred Camwood Dust 

Used for eliminating past perception. 
Take a little out and place it on your third eye. 

Feel the connection to the plant intelligence world. 

Feel your inner power and how you are unbreakable. 

You can even mix it with any liquid and oil and 
paint symbols with it…or brush it onto your 

spiritual tools. 
———0——— 

Sacred Cascarilla Powder 

Used for attracting more light… 
clearing for opening…connecting with Obatala 

sealing for protection 



 
THE SELENITE KNIFE WAND 

Obatala matrix 

Free yourself from the layers of veils 
attached to you…from lineage period 

forward. 
Be more available to live in the present 

moment 
without the weight of the darkness. 

Eliminate that which no longer serves you… 
 for spiritual equilibrium and cultivating your own  

personal ecosystem. 

———0——— 

Sacred Potions 

soft soap for clearing 
Refreshing herbal Spray of Essences  

Bathing herbal potion 

Clear, Shed, Release, Remove 
Recharge, Replenish 



 
Petrified Ancestor Wood   

Transformed into  
Sacred Stone 

an amazing deep connector to 
another dimension… 

feels like it just came out of the womb… 
bringing peace and harmony to you now 

———0——— 

Nurturing Head,Neck and  
Shoulder Cotton Wrap 

Blessed with Obatala, 
Yemonja, Onile, 

Ancestors and Ori. 

When you are in your prayer time… 
you will sense a difference while wearing this. 

EAch is infused with the ase from the sacred gardens. 
Instructions for keeping the ase on it will be included.




———0——— 

The Noise Shield 
Skullcap with Ear Flaps 

wearing this will block out 
any of the “noise” that is toxically  

taking space and blocking you from dropping 
 into a peaceful place of inner stillness. 

Modern technology from Europe is built into the 
fibers of this cap.  IyaV takes each one into the 

Sacred Garden Portals and blesses it in your name. 

———0——— 

Ori and Obatala  
Nurturing Inspiration Cap 



Each one is Infused from the powerful energy of the  
Sacred  Garden Portals with your name in it. 

 Tender weaves of natural cotton fibers create this 
sacred cap… 

You can feel that your mind is illuminating into 
such a clean clear peaceful place. 

I am so excited to make these available to you. 
Love . Love 

0

0

0


The Finger Meditation Labyrinth  
of the 256 Odu 

Orunmila energy 



Each one is hand carved into a 
soft purple heart wood. 

The feeling is so smooth and soothing  
to the touch. 

Drop into a quiet meditation 
as you move your finger over 256  

clay Orunmila beads. 

8” diameter and 5/8” thick 

Walk into your core.  
contemplate in stillness. 

Each one is blessed in your name 
inside the sacred giant 80Ft. 

Labyrinth of the 256 Odu steps 
at Ola Olu. 

Teleport there inside your Meditation!

Operate in Trust… 

order now 
https://spiritualtools.org/2020-vision-ebbo-s-tools-c56/

Live Sacred  ~0~  Live Life with Ritual 

Receive Transformation in 2020! 

These are your Operating Principles 
For Staying Consistent with your Compass 

https://spiritualtools.org/2020-vision-ebbo-s-tools-c56/


We are who we have been looking for! 
We are the pioneers of our time! 

All of your Spiritual Tools are energetically birthed 
in the matrix of the elements of the Sacred Mothers. 

THE CREATION OF YOUR SACRED SPIRITUAL TOOLS  
comes from… 

Tapping into the portals of the sacred site of Ola Ola 
(once attached to the African continent) where Ancient 

Rituals have been performed for over 500 years.  
Beginning with identifying and triangulating with your 

matrix into each specific intent to deliver nurturing 
transformation with the highest of integrity.   

The energy on this unique sacred site is divine ancestral Mother energy.   
Each tool is placed into power portals inside the 10-acre preserve and ignited. 

Each spiritual tool is blessed in your name.   
This is totally different than receiving tools anywhere else. 

TO LOVE YOURSELF WELL 

IS TO CONNECT 

Collaborate your relationships to  
Vibrate higher with inner peace 

BECOME YOUR OWN SPIRITUAL CONCIERGE 
SPIRITUAL EMPOWERMENT!   

Sending with love  Iyanifa Vassa, Olufadeke 
IyaV.IfaFoundation@gmail.com 

1-386-214-6489

mailto:IyaV.IfaFoundation@gmail.com

